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Abstract

Vaccination has been inarguably beneficial to humanity, however recent decades have seen a rise in vaccine hesitancy and refusal. In particular the false connection of the Measles, Mumps, Rubella (MMR) vaccine with Autism by Wakefield et al in 1998 started a rigorous anti-vaccination movement. Since then vaccination rates in some areas have fallen below ‘herd immunity’ levels, allowing for vaccine preventable diseases to return and claim lives.

This research reviewed the literature of vaccination program communications and interventions conducted between 1998 and 2014 to determine if any had reduced vaccine hesitancy and improved vaccination rates. This review focused on two vaccines - the MMR vaccine which had been the subject of the Wakefield et al (1998) and the Human Papillomavirus vaccine which had been incorporated into vaccination schedules post-1998.

This systematic review identified a gap in existing science communication literature, with few studies specifically tracking vaccination rates. Most research looked only at vaccine attitudes or intentions. Overall there was insufficient data to show any specific communication or intervention strategy reduced vaccine hesitancy or increased vaccination rates to herd immunity levels.

Of the literature that did exist, there were indications that vaccine hesitancy potentially played an unexpectedly small role in decreasing vaccination rates, with logistical issues predominately causing non-vaccination. Additionally, most reviewed interventions relied on single interactions, so vaccines requiring multiple sessions e.g. booster shots could not have immunization rates determined at all.

This suggests that interventions and communication strategies that have multiple interactions and address logistical barriers may potentially be sufficient to attain herd immunity levels without needing to directly address vaccine hesitancy.

Recommendations for future research to fill this literature gap include designing studies that focus on directly tracking vaccinations rates rather than vaccination attitudes or intentions, as well as developing communications strategies that focus on logistical barriers and engage with audiences multiple times.
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Introduction and background

Vaccination is often considered one of the greatest modern developments, having vastly improved human living conditions and lifespans. But in recent decades it has come under pressure from some groups as a potentially unsafe and unnecessary practice (Allred, Shaw, Santibanez, Rickert and Santoli, 2005).

Some of the concerns around vaccination are legitimate—nothing is 100% safe and vaccines can have negative side effects. These can range from frequent but minor side effects such as sore arms and mild fevers to severe but rare effects such as anaphylactic reactions caused by allergies to components of the vaccine (Australian Department Health and Ageing, 2006). However other criticisms of vaccines are not as factual, often being caused by bad science, pseudoscience or incorrect understandings of scientific concepts. For example, the idea that vaccines cause autism was caused by a combination of bad research and confusing the concepts of correlation and causation (Plotkin, Gerber and Offit, 2009).

These concerns can contribute to people becoming hesitant to get themselves and their children vaccinated, potentially leading to an increase in rates of vaccine refusal and non-vaccination. Considering the far-reaching benefits of vaccination, it is important from a Science Communication perspective to determine what communication strategies, practices and interventions are effective at convincing people that the benefits of vaccination outweigh the risks and lead them to get vaccinated.

This review sought to synthesize the existing literature to examine how this hesitancy had been addressed in vaccination programs. For logistical reasons the scope of the project was limited to two particular vaccines—the controversial Measles, Mumps and Rubella vaccine and the recent Human Papillomavirus vaccine.

The Measles, Mumps and Rubella (MMR) was began widespread introduction in 1971 led to a rapid reduction in incidence of the three diseases it protects against. For example, in the USA measles infection rates went from hundreds of thousands per year in the 1960s to less than 200 a year by 1997 (Orenstein, Papania and Wharton, 2004). However MMR became a controversial vaccine after it was incorrectly linked with autism in a 1998 study by Wakefield et al that has since been retracted.

The Human Papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine refers to two different vaccines—Gardasil and Cervarix. They are made by different manufacturers and have slight differences but both protect against two strains of the Human Papillomavirus—HPV-16 and HPV-18 (Monie, Hung, Roden and Wu, 2008). These strains are responsible for 90% of genital warts, 70% of cervical cancers, 80% of anal cancers, 60% of vaginal cancers, 90% of vulva cancers and several other types of rare cancers (De Vuyst, Clifford, Nascimento, Madeleine and Francesch, 2009). The vaccines have been widely introduced since the mid-2000s, with a focus on vaccinating women given the types of cancers they can prevent (Centre for Disease Control, 2012). A particular focus has been placed vaccination of young adolescent girls on the cusp of sexual debut to ensure protection before they commence sexual activity and risk exposure to HPV (Centre for Disease Control, 2012).

It was hypothesized by the author of this systematic review that by comparing and contrasting the communication strategies employed for the controversial MMR and new HPV vaccines in their different societal contexts, broader conclusions could be reached about what the best strategies were at increasing vaccination rates.
Methods

The decision was made by the author to focus on studies and reviews that documented behavioural change resulting from interventions i.e. vaccine uptake, rather than attitude changes e.g. vaccine acceptability or intention to vaccinate.

This was done because the discrepancy between reported attitudes and observed behaviour has been well documented for many decades, starting with LaPiere (1934). Attitudes are recorded through self-reporting, which can be affected by multiple types of response biases (Furnham, 1986). This can change the reported attitudes of an individual away from their actual attitudes and final behaviour, especially for activities which are considered a social norm (Furnham, 1986).

In the context of vaccines, where getting vaccinated may be perceived as a social norm, reported attitudes of individuals following a vaccine communication intervention may not give an accurate indication of the success of or issues with the intervention as respondents seek to give answers they perceive as acceptable.

Thus given the goal of this review, to discern what interventions did or did not lead to populations improving their vaccination uptake, it was decided to only analyze studies that reported on vaccine uptake behaviour rather than vaccine attitudes or intentions. This raised an additional question- if the end goal was vaccination uptake, what level of vaccination would be the target level for interventions to reach? A natural answer to this question was that of herd immunity levels.

While vaccination can confer the direct benefits of higher immunity to an individual, it also has a broader social benefit known as ‘herd immunity’. Also known as ‘herd effect’ or ‘community immunity’ this is the point where a large enough proportion of the population has been vaccinated to confer indirect protection on individuals who haven’t been vaccinated (Fine, Eames and Heymann, 2011).

Reaching herd immunity is important as there are multiple reasons why an individual cannot be vaccinated such as being too young, having immune disorders, allergies or being the recipient of an organ transplant (Immunize Action Coalition, n.d.). Fortunately these make up a very small percentage of the total population (Kimmel, 2002), meaning that herd immunity can be reached amongst the rest of the population and these individuals can still be protected against the infectious disease. Vaccination interventions centred around MMR often set a target level of 95% for full protection and levels between 80-95% are referred to as partial protection (Centre for Disease Control, 2004). The exact level of population immunity required for the HPV vaccine is not quite known, although in parts of the USA scientists have reported some evidence of partial herd immunity leading to speculation it could be as low as 40% (Donovan et al, 2011).

Consequently this review was centred around the following research question- what MMR and HPV vaccine interventions, if any, have successfully addressed vaccine hesitancy and achieved herd immunity levels of population vaccine?
However some common themes and trends were identified across the 35 papers in the MMR and HPV uptake evaluation literature.

Of principle note was the general lack of examination of vaccine hesitancy, its effect on vaccine uptake and if interventions were able to address this hesitancy to improve uptake of vaccinations. The primary communication method evaluated was the Reminder-Recall system which depended on people already having pro-vaccine attitudes.

The small amount of literature that did address hesitancy indicated that interaction and engagement were key. Engaging target groups directly, allowing them to interact with the communication and answering questions appeared to reduce hesitancy and increase vaccination uptake.

This then left a total of 35 relevant papers for the review, six for MMR and 29 for HPV. These papers are included in the reference list for this review.

**Results**

This systematic review of the literature found no clear answer to the question of what communications successfully reduced vaccine hesitancy and promoted uptake of vaccines. However some common themes and trends were identified across the 35 papers in the MMR and HPV uptake evaluation literature.

Of principle note was the general lack of examination of vaccine hesitancy, its effect on vaccine uptake and if interventions were able to address this hesitancy to improve uptake of vaccinations. The primary communication method evaluated was the Reminder-Recall system which depended on people already having pro-vaccine attitudes.

The small amount of literature that did address hesitancy indicated that interaction and engagement were key. Engaging target groups directly, allowing them to interact with the communication and answering questions appeared to reduce hesitancy and increase vaccination uptake.
rates. Similarly engaging trusted third parties such as health care professionals and community leaders appeared to have positive effects. Conversely, simply providing one way communications such as information pamphlets was not shown to increase vaccination and had some indications they may have increased vaccine hesitancy.

An unexpected finding was that logistical issues such as what times a vaccination was available, where it was available and how much it cost appeared to have a noticeable effect on uptake rates. If these barriers have as much of an effect on overall vaccine uptake as the MMR and HPV literature suggest, it may be possible to attain high levels of vaccination without addressing other causes of vaccine hesitancy.

Another finding was a focus in the literature on single session communications—such as conversations with health care professionals, pamphlets and seminars. As many vaccines, including both the HPV and MMR, are multiple doses over an extended period of time, it was noted across the literature that a single session intervention may not be enough to increase vaccination rates.

A consistent issue identified in the literature was flawed study design, leading to poor controls or compromised target populations. This affected many study results and led to underpowered studies that could only identify correlations to communications without demonstrating causal links. The issue of inaccurate or insufficient records preventing measurement of final uptake rates of participants was another common problem shared across the two vaccines, further limiting the ability to measure the effect of communications on vaccination rates.

One positive common theme was that both the MMR and HPV literature included studies that evaluated both initial vaccination programs and catch up programs. This indicated the importance of having multiple arms in a broad vaccination communication campaign to allow people multiple opportunities to vaccinate.

Finally, a temporal effect was observed in the literature. While the initial search parameters started in 1998, of the 35 papers reviewed 30 of them were published in 2011 or later. Revisiting the excluded literature provided an explanation for this gap in the timeline. The early 2000s had a dominance in ‘aspirational’ papers which transitioned in the mid-2000s to a dominance of ‘evaluation’ papers that measured changes in vaccination attitudes. Which in turn started to shift to the dominance of vaccination uptake ‘evaluation’ papers in the 2010s. This suggests an evolution in research priorities over time, particularly for the MMR post-autism controversy. From initially developing new communication strategies to evaluating the effects of those communications on vaccine attitudes and then shifting to evaluating the effects on vaccination uptake.

Conclusions and Next Steps

This systematic review was unable to identify if any communication strategies are the effective at reducing vaccine hesitancy and raising vaccination rates from the existing MMR and HPV vaccination intervention literature.

More research is needed to answer the research question posed for this review but some future directions can be suggested from this review’s findings.

There is a relative abundance of literature for both the MMR and HPV vaccines on developing communications and investigating the effects of these communications on participant’s vaccine attitudes and vaccine intentions. This literature should be examined closely to identify what communications have proven successful at improving vaccine attitudes and how they dealt with
hesitancy. These communications can then be retested with a focus on measuring a behavioural change of vaccine uptake. Future research should have appropriate experimental design and controls. Additionally, both vaccine series commencement and completion should be reported in future studies.

By doing this, paying particular attention to the effects in context of the broader population, a communication intervention or combination of interventions successful in reducing hesitancy and increasing vaccination could be identified and potentially be implemented widely.
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